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Figure 1: Example applications of machine-knitted pneumatic actuators: from left to right, assistive glove, soft hand, interac-
tive robot, and pneumatic quadrupedal robot.

ABSTRACT
Soft actuators with integrated sensing have shown utility in a vari-
ety of applications such as assistive wearables, robotics, and inter-
active input devices. Despite their promise, these actuators can be
difficult to both design and fabricate. As a solution, we present a
workflow for computationally designing and digitally fabricating
soft pneumatic actuators via a machine knitting process. Machine
knitting is attractive as a fabrication process because it is fast,
digital (programmable), and provides access to a rich material li-
brary of functional yarns for specified mechanical behavior and
integrated sensing. Our method uses elastic stitches to construct
non-homogeneous knitting structures, which program the bending
of actuators when inflated. Our method also integrates pressure and
swept frequency capacitive sensing structures using conductive
yarns. The entire knitted structure is fabricated automatically in
a single machine run. We further provide a computational design
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interface for the user to interactively preview actuators’ quasi-static
shape when authoring elastic stitches. Our sensing-integrated ac-
tuators are cost-effective, easy to design, robust to large actuation,
and require minimal manual post-processing. We demonstrate five
use-cases of our actuators in relevant application settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, soft actuators have shown enormous promise
in applications such as assistive wearables, soft robotics, and inter-
active devices. In particular, pneumatic actuation is attractive due to
its low response time and relatively large output power density. De-
spite its potential, design and fabrication remains challenging: most
common established methods for fabricating soft pneumatic actua-
tors remain slow and manual. Further, incorporating sensorization
into such workflows is rarely considered, and simple, established
recipes for doing so are lacking.

To overcome the shortcomings of current workflows, we pro-
pose a novel method for fabricating pneumatic actuators with inte-
grated sensing via machine knitting. Specifically, our method relies
on knitting a textile sheath and placing it around an inexpensive,
commercial-off-the-shelf elastomeric silicone tube. By program-
ming the extensibility and stiffness of the machine-knitted sheath
at stitch level, we can control the actuation response and force the
tube to bend, transforming an isotropic and symmetric behavior
into one that is directed and can perform useful work. We control
the directionality and strength of the tube’s bend by strategically
placing elastic stitches between normal stitches throughout the
knit procedure, thereby controlling the extensibility and stiffness.
We also integrate pressure sensing and swept frequency capacitive
sensing capability with the actuators via a carefully constructed
secondary conductive layer.

The choice of knitted actuators affords numerous advantages
over traditional workflows: they are machine programmable, al-
lowing for spatially varying materials at the stitch level, which
can help to program functionality; they are inexpensive; they are
fast to fabricate via knitting machines and can be fully knitted and
assembled within 5 minutes; and the ability to integrate functional
materials allows for a wide array of programmable functionality,
such as elastic yarns for elastic mechanical performance and con-
ductive yarns for sensing. Further, knitting, as a long-established,
ubiquitous, textile fabrication process, enables the easy incorpora-
tion of structures that have been fabricated by other textile-based
processes, such as sewing or weaving. Lastly, the textile-based ac-
tuator is lightweight and breathable, potentially being useful for a
large variety of assistive wearables.

Previous research has demonstrated various attempts for build-
ing textile-based pneumatic actuators, such as composing fabrics
with different stiffnesses [12, 43], programming textile stiffness
with yarn properties and knitting shaping techniques [1, 7], and
casting extrinsic reinforcement on textiles [42, 61]. However, most
of such constructions still require labor-intensive fabrication cycles,
and none of them presents an easy solution for sensing integration.
Also, the design process typically requires many iterations without
an efficient modeling and simulation tool, which can be tedious and
time-consuming. By contrast, our machine knitting process offers
programmable and rapid fabrication. Leveraging physically-based
simulation techniques, we offer an interactive user interface, allow-
ing users to design and preview actuators’ shapes under pressure
quickly. After users have finalized their design, the whole knit-
ted structure, including elastic and sensing stitches, is fabricated
automatically in one machine run, thus resulting in a complete
CAD-CAM pipeline. Our proposed rapid design and fabrication

process boasts a computational yet accessible workflow. Different
from previous work, our pipeline boasts a design tool with sim-
ulation preview, quick fabrication times, and a digital fabrication
process that requires minimal human intervention. We conduct an
user-study to evaluate the usability and effectiveness of our com-
putational design interface. We finally demonstrate our system’s
utility by using it to build assistive wearables, interactive devices,
robotic grippers, and locomoting soft robots.

In this paper, we contribute the following:
• A method for rapidly fabricating digitally machine-knitted,
customizable pneumatic actuators with integrated pressure
and swept frequency capacitive sensing;

• An interactive graphical user interface for design, which
allows users to specify and preview actuator behavior easily;

• Characterization of our actuation scheme and evaluation of
our actuator’s integrated sensing capabilities;

• Demonstrations of our actuator in assistive wearables, inter-
active input devices, and soft robotics.

2 RELATEDWORK
In some cases, the work presented in this paper builds upon, and
in other cases, stands in sharp contrast to previous efforts. This
section describes the landscape of related research in fabricating
soft actuators and machine knitting, especially as it relates to smart
and functional textiles.

2.1 Soft Actuators
Here, we describe previous efforts to fabricate, model, and perform
sensing with non-textile-based soft actuators.

Fabrication. Several different strategies exist for fabricating soft
actuators. Perhaps the most common technique for soft actuation
is fluidically-based actuators. Marchese et al. [36] provided several
recipes for manufacturing soft, elastomeric, silicone-based actua-
tors, including pneumatic and fluidics. Singh and Krishnan [49]
presented a method for further geometrically constraining fluidic
actuators to achieve uniaxial behavior. While effective and now
in widespread use, these strategies are both manual and require
long material casting times. More relevant to our work is the space
of machine-fabricated actuators. MacCurdy et al. [35] and Wehner
et al. [55] presented methods for 3D printing hydraulic actuators
that work directly out of the printer; the line of work in Bartlett
et al. [8], Drotman et al. [15], Yirmibesoglu et al. [63] presented
fabrication methods for 3D printing pneumatic actuators through
both inkjet and fused deposition modeling methods. The work in
Ma et al. [34] took this one step further and presented methods for
computationally designing 3D printed pneumatic actuators with
desired deformations. More exotically, actuators based off phase-
changes of fluidic material have recently been proposed as a simple,
machine-printable actuation scheme [40]. Unlike all of the methods
presented above, our actuators are faster to fabricate and easier to
integrate with sensing capabilities.

Less widespread strategies for fabricating soft actuators also ex-
ist. Dielectric Elastomer Actuators (DEAs) allow for fast response,
and it has recently been demonstrated that such actuators can be 3D
printed [13, 39]; however, such actuators have low output power-
density. The practical inverse of such actuators are liquid crystal
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actuators; also 3D printable [31], these actuators have slow re-
sponse times but high output-power densities. Finally, both bundled
nylon-based [59, 62] and shape memory alloys [48] and polymers
[18] have recently been demonstrated as actuators for a variety
of applications; all such actuation methods can require significant,
sometimes impractical bulk to achieve useful response-times and
power densities for the applications examined here.

Sensing. As silicone and printed rubber are perhaps the most
popular medium for housing soft actuators, directly embedding
strain sensors as part of a casting process has been a popular way
to instrument soft actuators with sensing; see Bächer et al. [6],
Homberg et al. [21], Thuruthel et al. [53] for examples. Liquid-metal
microchannels can be embedded directly into printing or casting
frameworks as well and can provide precise and responsive strain
sensing [45, 54], but can require working with toxic materials. Other
popular methods for fabricating sensing soft structures include
sensorizing foams [51, 52].

2.2 Machine-knitted Smart Textiles
Machine-knitted textiles demonstrate attractive features, including
softness, flexibility, and conformability. Recent advances in materi-
als development and computational design tools open up the vast
potential of digital machine knitting in the field of smart textiles
for sensing and actuation applications, especially in the space of
assistive technology. We summarize related progress here.

Machine knitting and design. In this work, we use an industrial V-
bed weft knitting machine consisting of two beds of needles (front
and back). Each of the needles can be programmed to perform dif-
ferent needle operations, e.g., knit, tuck, split, and transfer. Full
gauge indicates knitting every needle, while half gauge and quarter
gauge mean knitting every other needle and every other three nee-
dles, respectively. The stitch is the basic element that represents
an interlocked yarn loop structure. There are several advantages
to using knitting techniques, such as their ability to shape and
pattern, e.g., short-rows, increase, and decrease, and for colorwork,
e.g., plating and Jacquard knitting. In particular, short-rows indi-
cate only knitting partial rows instead of full rows to create local
surface extension along the course direction. We refer readers to
[38] for more detailed information about machine knitting. Recent
developments in computational design tools further facilitate the
accessible, interactive, and rapid design processes for digital ma-
chine knitting. McCann et al. [38] introduced a compiler that can
translate high-level shape primitives into low-level knitting ma-
chine instructions in the format of .Knitout [37]. Based on a similar
idea, Kaspar et al. [28] introduced an interactive web-based design
interface based on high-level primitives. In order to provide an edit-
ing tool at the stitch level, Yuksel et al. [65] introduced the stitch
meshes as an efficient 3D design and modeling interface. The stitch
meshes framework was later extended for arbitrary shape conver-
sion [56], hand knitting [57], machine-knitting design [41], and
wearable machine-knitting design [58]. Recently, Kaspar et al. [29]
introduced a workflow to design and program knitted garments
from the traditional cut-and-sew patterns.

Textile-based actuation. Fibers in knitted and woven structures
have the ability to double as tendon actuators. Textile-based actu-
ation has been especially popular in the space of assistive wear-
ables, where tendon-driven structures have been widely studied
[5]. For example, Bern et al. [9] demonstrated a method for tendon-
actuating plushies, while Albaugh et al. [3] demonstrated a method
to actuate the tendon through knitted structures. Active fibers, such
as shape memory alloy fibers [20], strain-programmable fibers [27],
and programmable fluidic fibers [30], have also been considered for
simplifying actuation.

Knitted pneumatics. Pneumatics have also been integrated into
textile-based systems as an actuation mechanism. Practically,
such bespoke mechanisms have been demonstrated for assistive
wearables [12, 17, 43]. McKibben muscles, a specific subclass of
pneumatic-driven textiles that rely on a specialized fiber structure
to effect muscle-like actuation, have long been analyzed and de-
ployed in robotics [14, 26]. More related to our work, research in
the architectural domain has explored knit-constrained pneumatic
tubes for actuation [1, 7, 17], which can be deployed more rapidly
than the other pneumatic actuators. However, Baranovskaya et al.
[7] use a single bed knitting machine, which can only knit planar
structures; therefore, the tubular knits covering the pneumatics
rely on manual sewing and the stitch transferrings require man-
ual intervention. Even though Ahlquist et al. [1] and Elmoughni
et al. [17] use a dual bed industrial knitting machine so that the
knitting procedure can be automatic, they still need to manually
program the knitting patterns without immediate simulation feed-
back; as a result, multiple design cycles might be required to create
desired actuators. More importantly, none of those works provides
an automatic way to integrate sensing capabilities. By contrast,
our work provides an interactive user design tool which provides
users immediate feedback on the actuator shape during editing
and converts the design into industrial knitting machine code after
users finish the design editing process. Our method also introduces
a new knit architecture that features integrated sensing, unlocking
applications in assistive and robotic devices.

Textile-based sensing and human-computer interaction. Thanks to
recent innovations in advanced materials, design, and fabrication
techniques, diverse sensing capabilities such as inductive [19], ca-
pacitive [47, 60], and resistive sensing [2, 46], have been integrated
into textiles, leading to applications such as interactive input de-
vices [24, 33, 44] and sensing wearables [25, 32]. Similar to some
previous work, our sensing architectures integrate conductive yarn
through machine knitting. Contrasted with that line of work, the
new sensing structure we propose is capable of robust sensing even
in the presence of large actuation-based deformation.

3 METHOD
Our sensing-integrated pneumatic actuators are computationally
designed and digitally fabricated using a V-bed knitting machine
(SWG091N2, Shima Seiki). By using both the front and back needle
beds, we are able to generate tubular knits. In this section, we
describe our actuation and sensing principles in detail.
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Start with middle layer
on front bed

Knit front layer Knit middle layer
on back bed

Transfer middle layer
to front bed

Knit back layer Transfer middle layer
to back bed

Front bed Back bed Front layer Middle layer Back layer New stitch

Figure 2: Illustration of three-layered structure knitting: our three-layered knitting structure is enabled by the recurrent
transferring of the middle layer between the front and back bed.

3.1 Actuation Principle
Our actuator is composed of two parts: an off-the-shelf thin-wall
silicone tube, which serves as the base pneumatic channel, and
the knitted sheath with programmed stitches, which wraps over
the silicone tube and confines the shape of the inflated actuator.
The deformation of the actuators is mainly defined by the knitted
sheath with locally variable extensibility. We manipulate the exten-
sibility of the knits with two parameters: stitch densities and stitch
types. Using only one of every two or four needles on the knitting
machines, we can generate half gauge or quarter gauge knits with
higher flexibility and extensibility. Moreover, varying stitch types
offers distinction in mechanical performance. In particular, we use
an elastic yarn (Lycra, Uppingham Yarns), which is about 100 times
more extensible than acrylic yarn. An elastic feed device enables
the knitting of elastic yarn, which pre-stretches the elastic yarn and
controls its advancement using a stepping motor. To stabilize the
knitting process and maintain the straight tubular configurations
of the knitted sheath, we integrate the elastic yarns in the form of
short-rows, which are only knitted locally at selective locations.
Some examples of our support stitch patterns can be seen in Fig. 7
(top). The scale of actuators presented in this paper is dictated by
the size and wall-thicknesses of presently-available commercial
silicone tubes; however, the principle beyond our actuator’s design
is scale-agnostic.

As an example, an actuator design is demonstrated in Fig. 3.
The front of the tubular knits is constructed with normal acrylic
knitting yarn (normal stitches), and the back of the tubular knits is

Front view Side view Side view after inflation

Pressure 
sensing 
stitches

Capacitive
sensing 
stitches

Normal 
stitches

Elastic
stitches

Figure 3: Overview of a machine-knitted sensing-integrated
actuator: three spaced pressure sensors and three spaced
electrodes for swept frequency capacitive sensing are lo-
cated at the front of the knitted sheath; the elastic stitches at
selective locations in the back of the knitted sheath enable
the bending of the actuator.

constructed with a mixture of normal stitches and elastic stitches.
More specifically, the elastic stitches are composed of knits with
normal acrylic yarn and short-rows with elastic yarn. We then
wrap the knitted sheath over the silicone tube and anchor both
ends of the wrapped tube with clamps. When the silicone tube is
inflated, the elastic stitches at the backside tend to extend more
than the non-elastic stitches, forcing the tube to bend to another
side. It is noted that the knitted sheath maintains a straight tubular
shape before the actuator is inflated, as shown in Fig. 3 left. This
is a consequence of the design: the short-rows of elastic yarn tend
to shrink once released from the machine, and both the front and
back sides obtain the same number of knitting courses by acrylic
yarn. By placing the normal stitches and elastic stitches at designed
locations, we can program the shape of the inflated actuators.

In this paper, we demonstrate our actuation principle on assis-
tive wearables and grippers, which may have multiple actuators
each requiring a single degree of freedom; but, further, we also
demonstrate a soft locomoting robot whose motion requires actua-
tors with multiple degrees of freedom. To this end, we design and
fabricate a three-layered knitted structure, which can hold a pair
of actuators to enable the structure to bend along both forward
and backward directions. In particular, the front and back layers
are composed of elastic stitches. The middle layer is composed of
normal stitches and shared by both silicone tubes. Since we use
a v-bed knitting machine with two needle-beds, front and back,
a special treatment is needed to knit the three-layered structure.
To be more specific, the stitches in the middle layer are recurrent
transferred between the front and back beds. For example, in each
knitting cycle, we first knit the back layer on the back bed while
temporally holding both the front and middle layers on different
sets of needles (half gauge) in the front bed. Then, we knit the
middle layer on the front bed and transfer it to the back bed (Fig. 2).
Lastly, we knit the front layer, transfer the middle layer back to the
front bed, and start a new cycle. We repeat this knitting cycle until
we have the full sheath.

3.2 Sensor Designs
We integrate two different sensing capabilities to our machine-
knitted pneumatic actuators: resistive pressure sensing and swept
frequency capacitive sensing. Both sensing capabilities are en-
abled by the usage of standard off-the-shelf conductive yarns (80%
polyester and 20% stainless steel). We optimize the design so that
our resistive and capacitive sensors are not affected by the inflation
and bending of the actuators.

3.2.1 Resistive pressure sensing. We leverage the plating technique
to insert conductive yarns at specific locations. Specifically, the
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Figure 4: Our interactive design interface: left, the user starts with a sketch tube, which is a simple tubular knit structure
with all normal stitches; middle, the user paints the tube with different stitch types highlighted in red; right, the predicted
(actuated) actuator shape based on user’s design.
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Figure 4: Our interactive design interface: left, the user starts with a sketch tube, which is a simple tubular knit structure
with all normal stitches; middle, the user paints the tube with different stitch types highlighted in red; right, the predicted
(actuated) actuator shape based on user’s design. gf, gf, gf, and gf indicate normal, elastic, pressure sensing, and capacitive
sensing stitches, respectively.

conductive yarns are blended with normal acrylic knitting yarn
via a pressure sensing stitch. The knitted conductive yarn loops
interlock loosely when there is no external pressure. The conductive
loops collapse when applying a load, resulting in more electrical
paths; thus, the resistance drops. The sensor measurements are
amplified and converted to a digital signal by a read-out circuit.

One of the biggest challenges is to make the pressure sensor in-
sensitive to actuator-driven expansion. Since the resistive pressure
sensors share the same base knitted substrate with the pneumatic
actuators, previous knitted sensor designs, like [33], cannot provide
reliable pressure sensing when the actuator is inflated, stretching
the pressure sensor and collapsing the conductive loops. To this
end, we propose a new pressure sensor design with a few special
treatments. First, by splitting and transferring the existing yarn
loops, we construct the pressure sensing stitches on a separate layer
on the stiffer side of the actuator. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, we
design the pressure sensor with lower stitch density and larger local
curvatures by using quarter gauge and short-rows. Therefore, our
pressure sensor obtains minimal connections with the base knitting
substrate and additional flexibility and surface area compared with
the base knitting structure. As a result, our design prevents the
pressure sensors from being stretched when the actuators activate
and ensures the reliability of pressure sensor performance.

3.2.2 Swept frequency capacitive sensing. Swept frequency capaci-
tive sensing leverages the fact that alternating current (AC) signals
of different frequencies flow through different paths at the capac-
itive interface between the electrode and body-contacted objects
[22, 47]. By collecting amplitude responses over a range of fre-
quencies, we retrieve information on the existence of human touch
or human-contacted objects. We generate square wave sweeps
from 100 kHz to 1.6 MHz in 5 kHz steps (300 steps in each sweep)
and transform them to sinusoidal waves using an LC (inductor-
capacitor) oscillator. We measure the return voltage signal over a 1
MΩ resistor. We use an Adafruit Metro M4 (ATSAMD51) for signal
processing.

Like the integrated pressure sensor, we use a separated layer
to construct the electrode for swept frequency capacitive sensing,
but we knit the capacitive sensing stitch with conductive yarn only

instead of plating normal and conductive yarns. We separate ca-
pacitive sensing stitches and pressure sensing stitches with at least
two courses of normal stitches to prevent shorting among the inte-
grated conductive yarns and reduce interference. To aid readers in
better understanding our knitted structure, we also include a sam-
ple .knitout code in the supplemental material. This code enables
knitting of the actuator (Fig. 3) with pressure and capacitive sensors
using the V-bed knitting machine (SWG091N2, Shima Seiki) as well
as visualization through an online knitout visualization tool.1

4 INTERACTIVE DESIGN PIPELINE
To allow users to design and preview inflated actuators quickly,
we provide an interactive design system by which users are free
to specify the locations of elastic stitches, pressure sensors, and
captive sensors. Our system can then convert the user’s design into
low-level machine instructions for immediate digital fabrication.

4.1 Design Interface
Our design interface is built on quad Stitch Meshes [33], where each
stitch structure is abstracted as a quad mesh face. Users mark each
face with one of four stitch types. The normal stitchgf is knitted
with standard acrylic yarn as the base structure. Our actuation
programming principle is based on inserting short-rows (additional
partial rows in the middle of other full rows) that are fully knitted
using elastic yarns. However, inserting a short-row would require
modifying the mesh topology. To preserve the same mesh topology
during stitch type authoring, we use the elastic stitchgf to represent
one normal stitch and two elastic stitches next to each other along
the elongated direction. Both the pressure sensing stitch gf and
the capacitive sensing stitchgf represent double-layered structures
where the front layer is knitted with conductive yarn. As shown
in Fig. 4 (left), the user starts by generating a tube by inputting a
specific number of rows and columns. Each quad represents one
stitch and is marked as a normal stitch by default. Then, the user
can design the actuator by labeling individual faces or sets of faces
with the desired stitches (Fig. 4 middle).

1https://textiles-lab.github.io/knitout-live-visualizer/
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paths; thus, the resistance drops. The sensor measurements are
amplified and converted to a digital signal by a read-out circuit.

One of the biggest challenges is to make the pressure sensor in-
sensitive to actuator-driven expansion. Since the resistive pressure
sensors share the same base knitted substrate with the pneumatic
actuators, previous knitted sensor designs, like [33], cannot provide
reliable pressure sensing when the actuator is inflated, stretching
the pressure sensor and collapsing the conductive loops. To this
end, we propose a new pressure sensor design with a few special
treatments. First, by splitting and transferring the existing yarn
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on the stiffer side of the actuator. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, we
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curvatures by using quarter gauge and short-rows. Therefore, our
pressure sensor obtains minimal connections with the base knitting
substrate and additional flexibility and surface area compared with
the base knitting structure. As a result, our design prevents the
pressure sensors from being stretched when the actuators activate
and ensures the reliability of pressure sensor performance.

3.2.2 Swept frequency capacitive sensing. Swept frequency capaci-
tive sensing leverages the fact that alternating current (AC) signals
of different frequencies flow through different paths at the capac-
itive interface between the electrode and body-contacted objects
[22, 47]. By collecting amplitude responses over a range of fre-
quencies, we retrieve information on the existence of human touch
or human-contacted objects. We generate square wave sweeps
from 100 kHz to 1.6 MHz in 5 kHz steps (300 steps in each sweep)
and transform them to sinusoidal waves using an LC (inductor-
capacitor) oscillator. We measure the return voltage signal over a 1
MΩ resistor. We use an Adafruit Metro M4 (ATSAMD51) for signal
processing.

Like the integrated pressure sensor, we use a separated layer
to construct the electrode for swept frequency capacitive sensing,
but we knit the capacitive sensing stitch with conductive yarn only

instead of plating normal and conductive yarns. We separate ca-
pacitive sensing stitches and pressure sensing stitches with at least
two courses of normal stitches to prevent shorting among the inte-
grated conductive yarns and reduce interference. To aid readers in
better understanding our knitted structure, we also include a sam-
ple .knitout code in the supplemental material. This code enables
knitting of the actuator (Fig. 3) with pressure and capacitive sensors
using the V-bed knitting machine (SWG091N2, Shima Seiki) as well
as visualization through an online knitout visualization tool.1

4 INTERACTIVE DESIGN PIPELINE
To allow users to design and preview inflated actuators quickly,
we provide an interactive design system by which users are free
to specify the locations of elastic stitches, pressure sensors, and
captive sensors. Our system can then convert the user’s design into
low-level machine instructions for immediate digital fabrication.

4.1 Design Interface
Our design interface is built on quad Stitch Meshes [33], where each
stitch structure is abstracted as a quad mesh face. Users mark each
face with one of four stitch types. The normal stitchgf is knitted
with standard acrylic yarn as the base structure. Our actuation
programming principle is based on inserting short-rows (additional
partial rows in the middle of other full rows) that are fully knitted
using elastic yarns. However, inserting a short-row would require
modifying the mesh topology. To preserve the same mesh topology
during stitch type authoring, we use the elastic stitchgf to represent
one normal stitch and two elastic stitches next to each other along
the elongated direction. Both the pressure sensing stitch gf and
the capacitive sensing stitchgf represent double-layered structures
where the front layer is knitted with conductive yarn. As shown
in Fig. 4 (left), the user starts by generating a tube by inputting a
specific number of rows and columns. Each quad represents one
stitch and is marked as a normal stitch by default. Then, the user
can design the actuator by labeling individual faces or sets of faces
with the desired stitches (Fig. 4 middle).

1https://textiles-lab.github.io/knitout-live-visualizer/
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Figure 4: Our interactive design interface: left, the user starts with a sketch tube, which is a simple tubular knit structure
with all normal stitches; middle, the user paints the tube with different stitch types highlighted in red; right, the predicted
(actuated) actuator shape based on user’s design. gf, gf, gf, and gf indicate normal, elastic, pressure sensing, and capacitive
sensing stitches, respectively.

conductive yarns are blended with normal acrylic knitting yarn
via a pressure sensing stitch. The knitted conductive yarn loops
interlock loosely when there is no external pressure. The conductive
loops collapse when applying a load, resulting in more electrical
paths; thus, the resistance drops. The sensor measurements are
amplified and converted to a digital signal by a read-out circuit.

One of the biggest challenges is to make the pressure sensor in-
sensitive to actuator-driven expansion. Since the resistive pressure
sensors share the same base knitted substrate with the pneumatic
actuators, previous knitted sensor designs, like [33], cannot provide
reliable pressure sensing when the actuator is inflated, stretching
the pressure sensor and collapsing the conductive loops. To this
end, we propose a new pressure sensor design with a few special
treatments. First, by splitting and transferring the existing yarn
loops, we construct the pressure sensing stitches on a separate layer
on the stiffer side of the actuator. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, we
design the pressure sensor with lower stitch density and larger local
curvatures by using quarter gauge and short-rows. Therefore, our
pressure sensor obtains minimal connections with the base knitting
substrate and additional flexibility and surface area compared with
the base knitting structure. As a result, our design prevents the
pressure sensors from being stretched when the actuators activate
and ensures the reliability of pressure sensor performance.

3.2.2 Swept frequency capacitive sensing. Swept frequency capaci-
tive sensing leverages the fact that alternating current (AC) signals
of different frequencies flow through different paths at the capac-
itive interface between the electrode and body-contacted objects
[22, 47]. By collecting amplitude responses over a range of fre-
quencies, we retrieve information on the existence of human touch
or human-contacted objects. We generate square wave sweeps
from 100 kHz to 1.6 MHz in 5 kHz steps (300 steps in each sweep)
and transform them to sinusoidal waves using an LC (inductor-
capacitor) oscillator. We measure the return voltage signal over a 1
MΩ resistor. We use an Adafruit Metro M4 (ATSAMD51) for signal
processing.

Like the integrated pressure sensor, we use a separated layer
to construct the electrode for swept frequency capacitive sensing,
but we knit the capacitive sensing stitch with conductive yarn only

instead of plating normal and conductive yarns. We separate ca-
pacitive sensing stitches and pressure sensing stitches with at least
two courses of normal stitches to prevent shorting among the inte-
grated conductive yarns and reduce interference. To aid readers in
better understanding our knitted structure, we also include a sam-
ple .knitout code in the supplemental material. This code enables
knitting of the actuator (Fig. 3) with pressure and capacitive sensors
using the V-bed knitting machine (SWG091N2, Shima Seiki) as well
as visualization through an online knitout visualization tool.1

4 INTERACTIVE DESIGN PIPELINE
To allow users to design and preview inflated actuators quickly,
we provide an interactive design system by which users are free
to specify the locations of elastic stitches, pressure sensors, and
captive sensors. Our system can then convert the user’s design into
low-level machine instructions for immediate digital fabrication.

4.1 Design Interface
Our design interface is built on quad Stitch Meshes [33], where each
stitch structure is abstracted as a quad mesh face. Users mark each
face with one of four stitch types. The normal stitchgf is knitted
with standard acrylic yarn as the base structure. Our actuation
programming principle is based on inserting short-rows (additional
partial rows in the middle of other full rows) that are fully knitted
using elastic yarns. However, inserting a short-row would require
modifying the mesh topology. To preserve the same mesh topology
during stitch type authoring, we use the elastic stitchgf to represent
one normal stitch and two elastic stitches next to each other along
the elongated direction. Both the pressure sensing stitch gf and
the capacitive sensing stitchgf represent double-layered structures
where the front layer is knitted with conductive yarn. As shown
in Fig. 4 (left), the user starts by generating a tube by inputting a
specific number of rows and columns. Each quad represents one
stitch and is marked as a normal stitch by default. Then, the user
can design the actuator by labeling individual faces or sets of faces
with the desired stitches (Fig. 4 middle).

1https://textiles-lab.github.io/knitout-live-visualizer/

indicate normal, elastic, pressure sensing, and capacitive
sensing stitches, respectively.

conductive yarns are blended with normal acrylic knitting yarn
via a pressure sensing stitch. The knitted conductive yarn loops
interlock loosely when there is no external pressure. The conductive
loops collapse when applying a load, resulting in more electrical
paths; thus, the resistance drops. The sensor measurements are
amplified and converted to a digital signal by a read-out circuit.

One of the biggest challenges is to make the pressure sensor in-
sensitive to actuator-driven expansion. Since the resistive pressure
sensors share the same base knitted substrate with the pneumatic
actuators, previous knitted sensor designs, like [33], cannot provide
reliable pressure sensing when the actuator is inflated, stretching
the pressure sensor and collapsing the conductive loops. To this
end, we propose a new pressure sensor design with a few special
treatments. First, by splitting and transferring the existing yarn
loops, we construct the pressure sensing stitches on a separate layer
on the stiffer side of the actuator. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, we
design the pressure sensor with lower stitch density and larger local
curvatures by using quarter gauge and short-rows. Therefore, our
pressure sensor obtains minimal connections with the base knitting
substrate and additional flexibility and surface area compared with
the base knitting structure. As a result, our design prevents the
pressure sensors from being stretched when the actuators activate
and ensures the reliability of pressure sensor performance.

3.2.2 Swept frequency capacitive sensing. Swept frequency capaci-
tive sensing leverages the fact that alternating current (AC) signals
of different frequencies flow through different paths at the capac-
itive interface between the electrode and body-contacted objects
[22, 47]. By collecting amplitude responses over a range of fre-
quencies, we retrieve information on the existence of human touch
or human-contacted objects. We generate square wave sweeps
from 100 kHz to 1.6 MHz in 5 kHz steps (300 steps in each sweep)
and transform them to sinusoidal waves using an LC (inductor-
capacitor) oscillator. We measure the return voltage signal over a 1
MΩ resistor. We use an Adafruit Metro M4 (ATSAMD51) for signal
processing.

Like the integrated pressure sensor, we use a separated layer
to construct the electrode for swept frequency capacitive sensing,
but we knit the capacitive sensing stitch with conductive yarn only

instead of plating normal and conductive yarns. We separate ca-
pacitive sensing stitches and pressure sensing stitches with at least
two courses of normal stitches to prevent shorting among the inte-
grated conductive yarns and reduce interference. To aid readers in
better understanding our knitted structure, we also include a sam-
ple .knitout code in the supplemental material. This code enables
knitting of the actuator (Fig. 3) with pressure and capacitive sensors
using the V-bed knitting machine (SWG091N2, Shima Seiki) as well
as visualization through an online knitout visualization tool.1

4 INTERACTIVE DESIGN PIPELINE
To allow users to design and preview inflated actuators quickly,
we provide an interactive design system by which users are free
to specify the locations of elastic stitches, pressure sensors, and
captive sensors. Our system can then convert the user’s design into
low-level machine instructions for immediate digital fabrication.

4.1 Design Interface
Our design interface is built on quad Stitch Meshes [33], where each
stitch structure is abstracted as a quad mesh face. Users mark each
face with one of four stitch types. The normal stitch
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Figure 4: Our interactive design interface: left, the user starts with a sketch tube, which is a simple tubular knit structure
with all normal stitches; middle, the user paints the tube with different stitch types highlighted in red; right, the predicted
(actuated) actuator shape based on user’s design. gf, gf, gf, and gf indicate normal, elastic, pressure sensing, and capacitive
sensing stitches, respectively.

conductive yarns are blended with normal acrylic knitting yarn
via a pressure sensing stitch. The knitted conductive yarn loops
interlock loosely when there is no external pressure. The conductive
loops collapse when applying a load, resulting in more electrical
paths; thus, the resistance drops. The sensor measurements are
amplified and converted to a digital signal by a read-out circuit.

One of the biggest challenges is to make the pressure sensor in-
sensitive to actuator-driven expansion. Since the resistive pressure
sensors share the same base knitted substrate with the pneumatic
actuators, previous knitted sensor designs, like [33], cannot provide
reliable pressure sensing when the actuator is inflated, stretching
the pressure sensor and collapsing the conductive loops. To this
end, we propose a new pressure sensor design with a few special
treatments. First, by splitting and transferring the existing yarn
loops, we construct the pressure sensing stitches on a separate layer
on the stiffer side of the actuator. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, we
design the pressure sensor with lower stitch density and larger local
curvatures by using quarter gauge and short-rows. Therefore, our
pressure sensor obtains minimal connections with the base knitting
substrate and additional flexibility and surface area compared with
the base knitting structure. As a result, our design prevents the
pressure sensors from being stretched when the actuators activate
and ensures the reliability of pressure sensor performance.

3.2.2 Swept frequency capacitive sensing. Swept frequency capaci-
tive sensing leverages the fact that alternating current (AC) signals
of different frequencies flow through different paths at the capac-
itive interface between the electrode and body-contacted objects
[22, 47]. By collecting amplitude responses over a range of fre-
quencies, we retrieve information on the existence of human touch
or human-contacted objects. We generate square wave sweeps
from 100 kHz to 1.6 MHz in 5 kHz steps (300 steps in each sweep)
and transform them to sinusoidal waves using an LC (inductor-
capacitor) oscillator. We measure the return voltage signal over a 1
MΩ resistor. We use an Adafruit Metro M4 (ATSAMD51) for signal
processing.

Like the integrated pressure sensor, we use a separated layer
to construct the electrode for swept frequency capacitive sensing,
but we knit the capacitive sensing stitch with conductive yarn only

instead of plating normal and conductive yarns. We separate ca-
pacitive sensing stitches and pressure sensing stitches with at least
two courses of normal stitches to prevent shorting among the inte-
grated conductive yarns and reduce interference. To aid readers in
better understanding our knitted structure, we also include a sam-
ple .knitout code in the supplemental material. This code enables
knitting of the actuator (Fig. 3) with pressure and capacitive sensors
using the V-bed knitting machine (SWG091N2, Shima Seiki) as well
as visualization through an online knitout visualization tool.1

4 INTERACTIVE DESIGN PIPELINE
To allow users to design and preview inflated actuators quickly,
we provide an interactive design system by which users are free
to specify the locations of elastic stitches, pressure sensors, and
captive sensors. Our system can then convert the user’s design into
low-level machine instructions for immediate digital fabrication.

4.1 Design Interface
Our design interface is built on quad Stitch Meshes [33], where each
stitch structure is abstracted as a quad mesh face. Users mark each
face with one of four stitch types. The normal stitchgf is knitted
with standard acrylic yarn as the base structure. Our actuation
programming principle is based on inserting short-rows (additional
partial rows in the middle of other full rows) that are fully knitted
using elastic yarns. However, inserting a short-row would require
modifying the mesh topology. To preserve the same mesh topology
during stitch type authoring, we use the elastic stitchgf to represent
one normal stitch and two elastic stitches next to each other along
the elongated direction. Both the pressure sensing stitch gf and
the capacitive sensing stitchgf represent double-layered structures
where the front layer is knitted with conductive yarn. As shown
in Fig. 4 (left), the user starts by generating a tube by inputting a
specific number of rows and columns. Each quad represents one
stitch and is marked as a normal stitch by default. Then, the user
can design the actuator by labeling individual faces or sets of faces
with the desired stitches (Fig. 4 middle).

1https://textiles-lab.github.io/knitout-live-visualizer/

is knitted
with standard acrylic yarn as the base structure. Our actuation
programming principle is based on inserting short-rows (additional
partial rows in the middle of other full rows) that are fully knitted
using elastic yarns. However, inserting a short-row would require
modifying the mesh topology. To preserve the same mesh topology
during stitch type authoring, we use the elastic stitch
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Figure 4: Our interactive design interface: left, the user starts with a sketch tube, which is a simple tubular knit structure
with all normal stitches; middle, the user paints the tube with different stitch types highlighted in red; right, the predicted
(actuated) actuator shape based on user’s design. gf, gf, gf, and gf indicate normal, elastic, pressure sensing, and capacitive
sensing stitches, respectively.

conductive yarns are blended with normal acrylic knitting yarn
via a pressure sensing stitch. The knitted conductive yarn loops
interlock loosely when there is no external pressure. The conductive
loops collapse when applying a load, resulting in more electrical
paths; thus, the resistance drops. The sensor measurements are
amplified and converted to a digital signal by a read-out circuit.

One of the biggest challenges is to make the pressure sensor in-
sensitive to actuator-driven expansion. Since the resistive pressure
sensors share the same base knitted substrate with the pneumatic
actuators, previous knitted sensor designs, like [33], cannot provide
reliable pressure sensing when the actuator is inflated, stretching
the pressure sensor and collapsing the conductive loops. To this
end, we propose a new pressure sensor design with a few special
treatments. First, by splitting and transferring the existing yarn
loops, we construct the pressure sensing stitches on a separate layer
on the stiffer side of the actuator. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, we
design the pressure sensor with lower stitch density and larger local
curvatures by using quarter gauge and short-rows. Therefore, our
pressure sensor obtains minimal connections with the base knitting
substrate and additional flexibility and surface area compared with
the base knitting structure. As a result, our design prevents the
pressure sensors from being stretched when the actuators activate
and ensures the reliability of pressure sensor performance.

3.2.2 Swept frequency capacitive sensing. Swept frequency capaci-
tive sensing leverages the fact that alternating current (AC) signals
of different frequencies flow through different paths at the capac-
itive interface between the electrode and body-contacted objects
[22, 47]. By collecting amplitude responses over a range of fre-
quencies, we retrieve information on the existence of human touch
or human-contacted objects. We generate square wave sweeps
from 100 kHz to 1.6 MHz in 5 kHz steps (300 steps in each sweep)
and transform them to sinusoidal waves using an LC (inductor-
capacitor) oscillator. We measure the return voltage signal over a 1
MΩ resistor. We use an Adafruit Metro M4 (ATSAMD51) for signal
processing.

Like the integrated pressure sensor, we use a separated layer
to construct the electrode for swept frequency capacitive sensing,
but we knit the capacitive sensing stitch with conductive yarn only

instead of plating normal and conductive yarns. We separate ca-
pacitive sensing stitches and pressure sensing stitches with at least
two courses of normal stitches to prevent shorting among the inte-
grated conductive yarns and reduce interference. To aid readers in
better understanding our knitted structure, we also include a sam-
ple .knitout code in the supplemental material. This code enables
knitting of the actuator (Fig. 3) with pressure and capacitive sensors
using the V-bed knitting machine (SWG091N2, Shima Seiki) as well
as visualization through an online knitout visualization tool.1

4 INTERACTIVE DESIGN PIPELINE
To allow users to design and preview inflated actuators quickly,
we provide an interactive design system by which users are free
to specify the locations of elastic stitches, pressure sensors, and
captive sensors. Our system can then convert the user’s design into
low-level machine instructions for immediate digital fabrication.

4.1 Design Interface
Our design interface is built on quad Stitch Meshes [33], where each
stitch structure is abstracted as a quad mesh face. Users mark each
face with one of four stitch types. The normal stitchgf is knitted
with standard acrylic yarn as the base structure. Our actuation
programming principle is based on inserting short-rows (additional
partial rows in the middle of other full rows) that are fully knitted
using elastic yarns. However, inserting a short-row would require
modifying the mesh topology. To preserve the same mesh topology
during stitch type authoring, we use the elastic stitchgf to represent
one normal stitch and two elastic stitches next to each other along
the elongated direction. Both the pressure sensing stitch gf and
the capacitive sensing stitchgf represent double-layered structures
where the front layer is knitted with conductive yarn. As shown
in Fig. 4 (left), the user starts by generating a tube by inputting a
specific number of rows and columns. Each quad represents one
stitch and is marked as a normal stitch by default. Then, the user
can design the actuator by labeling individual faces or sets of faces
with the desired stitches (Fig. 4 middle).

1https://textiles-lab.github.io/knitout-live-visualizer/
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Figure 4: Our interactive design interface: left, the user starts with a sketch tube, which is a simple tubular knit structure
with all normal stitches; middle, the user paints the tube with different stitch types highlighted in red; right, the predicted
(actuated) actuator shape based on user’s design. gf, gf, gf, and gf indicate normal, elastic, pressure sensing, and capacitive
sensing stitches, respectively.

conductive yarns are blended with normal acrylic knitting yarn
via a pressure sensing stitch. The knitted conductive yarn loops
interlock loosely when there is no external pressure. The conductive
loops collapse when applying a load, resulting in more electrical
paths; thus, the resistance drops. The sensor measurements are
amplified and converted to a digital signal by a read-out circuit.

One of the biggest challenges is to make the pressure sensor in-
sensitive to actuator-driven expansion. Since the resistive pressure
sensors share the same base knitted substrate with the pneumatic
actuators, previous knitted sensor designs, like [33], cannot provide
reliable pressure sensing when the actuator is inflated, stretching
the pressure sensor and collapsing the conductive loops. To this
end, we propose a new pressure sensor design with a few special
treatments. First, by splitting and transferring the existing yarn
loops, we construct the pressure sensing stitches on a separate layer
on the stiffer side of the actuator. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, we
design the pressure sensor with lower stitch density and larger local
curvatures by using quarter gauge and short-rows. Therefore, our
pressure sensor obtains minimal connections with the base knitting
substrate and additional flexibility and surface area compared with
the base knitting structure. As a result, our design prevents the
pressure sensors from being stretched when the actuators activate
and ensures the reliability of pressure sensor performance.

3.2.2 Swept frequency capacitive sensing. Swept frequency capaci-
tive sensing leverages the fact that alternating current (AC) signals
of different frequencies flow through different paths at the capac-
itive interface between the electrode and body-contacted objects
[22, 47]. By collecting amplitude responses over a range of fre-
quencies, we retrieve information on the existence of human touch
or human-contacted objects. We generate square wave sweeps
from 100 kHz to 1.6 MHz in 5 kHz steps (300 steps in each sweep)
and transform them to sinusoidal waves using an LC (inductor-
capacitor) oscillator. We measure the return voltage signal over a 1
MΩ resistor. We use an Adafruit Metro M4 (ATSAMD51) for signal
processing.

Like the integrated pressure sensor, we use a separated layer
to construct the electrode for swept frequency capacitive sensing,
but we knit the capacitive sensing stitch with conductive yarn only

instead of plating normal and conductive yarns. We separate ca-
pacitive sensing stitches and pressure sensing stitches with at least
two courses of normal stitches to prevent shorting among the inte-
grated conductive yarns and reduce interference. To aid readers in
better understanding our knitted structure, we also include a sam-
ple .knitout code in the supplemental material. This code enables
knitting of the actuator (Fig. 3) with pressure and capacitive sensors
using the V-bed knitting machine (SWG091N2, Shima Seiki) as well
as visualization through an online knitout visualization tool.1

4 INTERACTIVE DESIGN PIPELINE
To allow users to design and preview inflated actuators quickly,
we provide an interactive design system by which users are free
to specify the locations of elastic stitches, pressure sensors, and
captive sensors. Our system can then convert the user’s design into
low-level machine instructions for immediate digital fabrication.

4.1 Design Interface
Our design interface is built on quad Stitch Meshes [33], where each
stitch structure is abstracted as a quad mesh face. Users mark each
face with one of four stitch types. The normal stitchgf is knitted
with standard acrylic yarn as the base structure. Our actuation
programming principle is based on inserting short-rows (additional
partial rows in the middle of other full rows) that are fully knitted
using elastic yarns. However, inserting a short-row would require
modifying the mesh topology. To preserve the same mesh topology
during stitch type authoring, we use the elastic stitchgf to represent
one normal stitch and two elastic stitches next to each other along
the elongated direction. Both the pressure sensing stitch gf and
the capacitive sensing stitchgf represent double-layered structures
where the front layer is knitted with conductive yarn. As shown
in Fig. 4 (left), the user starts by generating a tube by inputting a
specific number of rows and columns. Each quad represents one
stitch and is marked as a normal stitch by default. Then, the user
can design the actuator by labeling individual faces or sets of faces
with the desired stitches (Fig. 4 middle).

1https://textiles-lab.github.io/knitout-live-visualizer/
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Figure 4: Our interactive design interface: left, the user starts with a sketch tube, which is a simple tubular knit structure
with all normal stitches; middle, the user paints the tube with different stitch types highlighted in red; right, the predicted
(actuated) actuator shape based on user’s design. gf, gf, gf, and gf indicate normal, elastic, pressure sensing, and capacitive
sensing stitches, respectively.

conductive yarns are blended with normal acrylic knitting yarn
via a pressure sensing stitch. The knitted conductive yarn loops
interlock loosely when there is no external pressure. The conductive
loops collapse when applying a load, resulting in more electrical
paths; thus, the resistance drops. The sensor measurements are
amplified and converted to a digital signal by a read-out circuit.

One of the biggest challenges is to make the pressure sensor in-
sensitive to actuator-driven expansion. Since the resistive pressure
sensors share the same base knitted substrate with the pneumatic
actuators, previous knitted sensor designs, like [33], cannot provide
reliable pressure sensing when the actuator is inflated, stretching
the pressure sensor and collapsing the conductive loops. To this
end, we propose a new pressure sensor design with a few special
treatments. First, by splitting and transferring the existing yarn
loops, we construct the pressure sensing stitches on a separate layer
on the stiffer side of the actuator. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, we
design the pressure sensor with lower stitch density and larger local
curvatures by using quarter gauge and short-rows. Therefore, our
pressure sensor obtains minimal connections with the base knitting
substrate and additional flexibility and surface area compared with
the base knitting structure. As a result, our design prevents the
pressure sensors from being stretched when the actuators activate
and ensures the reliability of pressure sensor performance.

3.2.2 Swept frequency capacitive sensing. Swept frequency capaci-
tive sensing leverages the fact that alternating current (AC) signals
of different frequencies flow through different paths at the capac-
itive interface between the electrode and body-contacted objects
[22, 47]. By collecting amplitude responses over a range of fre-
quencies, we retrieve information on the existence of human touch
or human-contacted objects. We generate square wave sweeps
from 100 kHz to 1.6 MHz in 5 kHz steps (300 steps in each sweep)
and transform them to sinusoidal waves using an LC (inductor-
capacitor) oscillator. We measure the return voltage signal over a 1
MΩ resistor. We use an Adafruit Metro M4 (ATSAMD51) for signal
processing.

Like the integrated pressure sensor, we use a separated layer
to construct the electrode for swept frequency capacitive sensing,
but we knit the capacitive sensing stitch with conductive yarn only

instead of plating normal and conductive yarns. We separate ca-
pacitive sensing stitches and pressure sensing stitches with at least
two courses of normal stitches to prevent shorting among the inte-
grated conductive yarns and reduce interference. To aid readers in
better understanding our knitted structure, we also include a sam-
ple .knitout code in the supplemental material. This code enables
knitting of the actuator (Fig. 3) with pressure and capacitive sensors
using the V-bed knitting machine (SWG091N2, Shima Seiki) as well
as visualization through an online knitout visualization tool.1

4 INTERACTIVE DESIGN PIPELINE
To allow users to design and preview inflated actuators quickly,
we provide an interactive design system by which users are free
to specify the locations of elastic stitches, pressure sensors, and
captive sensors. Our system can then convert the user’s design into
low-level machine instructions for immediate digital fabrication.

4.1 Design Interface
Our design interface is built on quad Stitch Meshes [33], where each
stitch structure is abstracted as a quad mesh face. Users mark each
face with one of four stitch types. The normal stitchgf is knitted
with standard acrylic yarn as the base structure. Our actuation
programming principle is based on inserting short-rows (additional
partial rows in the middle of other full rows) that are fully knitted
using elastic yarns. However, inserting a short-row would require
modifying the mesh topology. To preserve the same mesh topology
during stitch type authoring, we use the elastic stitchgf to represent
one normal stitch and two elastic stitches next to each other along
the elongated direction. Both the pressure sensing stitch gf and
the capacitive sensing stitchgf represent double-layered structures
where the front layer is knitted with conductive yarn. As shown
in Fig. 4 (left), the user starts by generating a tube by inputting a
specific number of rows and columns. Each quad represents one
stitch and is marked as a normal stitch by default. Then, the user
can design the actuator by labeling individual faces or sets of faces
with the desired stitches (Fig. 4 middle).

1https://textiles-lab.github.io/knitout-live-visualizer/

represent double-layered structures
where the front layer is knitted with conductive yarn. As shown
in Fig. 4 (left), the user starts by generating a tube by inputting a
specific number of rows and columns. Each quad represents one
stitch and is marked as a normal stitch by default. Then, the user
can design the actuator by labeling individual faces or sets of faces
with the desired stitches (Fig. 4 middle).
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Figure 5: Comparison between simulated and fabricated ac-
tuator shapes with different number of elastic rows at same
air pressure: top, predicted results from our simulator; bot-
tom, fabricated results. From left to right, 10, 20, 30, and 40
rows of elastic stitches. Yellow faces
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Figure 4: Our interactive design interface: left, the user starts with a sketch tube, which is a simple tubular knit structure
with all normal stitches; middle, the user paints the tube with different stitch types highlighted in red; right, the predicted
(actuated) actuator shape based on user’s design. gf, gf, gf, and gf indicate normal, elastic, pressure sensing, and capacitive
sensing stitches, respectively.

conductive yarns are blended with normal acrylic knitting yarn
via a pressure sensing stitch. The knitted conductive yarn loops
interlock loosely when there is no external pressure. The conductive
loops collapse when applying a load, resulting in more electrical
paths; thus, the resistance drops. The sensor measurements are
amplified and converted to a digital signal by a read-out circuit.

One of the biggest challenges is to make the pressure sensor in-
sensitive to actuator-driven expansion. Since the resistive pressure
sensors share the same base knitted substrate with the pneumatic
actuators, previous knitted sensor designs, like [33], cannot provide
reliable pressure sensing when the actuator is inflated, stretching
the pressure sensor and collapsing the conductive loops. To this
end, we propose a new pressure sensor design with a few special
treatments. First, by splitting and transferring the existing yarn
loops, we construct the pressure sensing stitches on a separate layer
on the stiffer side of the actuator. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, we
design the pressure sensor with lower stitch density and larger local
curvatures by using quarter gauge and short-rows. Therefore, our
pressure sensor obtains minimal connections with the base knitting
substrate and additional flexibility and surface area compared with
the base knitting structure. As a result, our design prevents the
pressure sensors from being stretched when the actuators activate
and ensures the reliability of pressure sensor performance.

3.2.2 Swept frequency capacitive sensing. Swept frequency capaci-
tive sensing leverages the fact that alternating current (AC) signals
of different frequencies flow through different paths at the capac-
itive interface between the electrode and body-contacted objects
[22, 47]. By collecting amplitude responses over a range of fre-
quencies, we retrieve information on the existence of human touch
or human-contacted objects. We generate square wave sweeps
from 100 kHz to 1.6 MHz in 5 kHz steps (300 steps in each sweep)
and transform them to sinusoidal waves using an LC (inductor-
capacitor) oscillator. We measure the return voltage signal over a 1
MΩ resistor. We use an Adafruit Metro M4 (ATSAMD51) for signal
processing.

Like the integrated pressure sensor, we use a separated layer
to construct the electrode for swept frequency capacitive sensing,
but we knit the capacitive sensing stitch with conductive yarn only

instead of plating normal and conductive yarns. We separate ca-
pacitive sensing stitches and pressure sensing stitches with at least
two courses of normal stitches to prevent shorting among the inte-
grated conductive yarns and reduce interference. To aid readers in
better understanding our knitted structure, we also include a sam-
ple .knitout code in the supplemental material. This code enables
knitting of the actuator (Fig. 3) with pressure and capacitive sensors
using the V-bed knitting machine (SWG091N2, Shima Seiki) as well
as visualization through an online knitout visualization tool.1

4 INTERACTIVE DESIGN PIPELINE
To allow users to design and preview inflated actuators quickly,
we provide an interactive design system by which users are free
to specify the locations of elastic stitches, pressure sensors, and
captive sensors. Our system can then convert the user’s design into
low-level machine instructions for immediate digital fabrication.

4.1 Design Interface
Our design interface is built on quad Stitch Meshes [33], where each
stitch structure is abstracted as a quad mesh face. Users mark each
face with one of four stitch types. The normal stitchgf is knitted
with standard acrylic yarn as the base structure. Our actuation
programming principle is based on inserting short-rows (additional
partial rows in the middle of other full rows) that are fully knitted
using elastic yarns. However, inserting a short-row would require
modifying the mesh topology. To preserve the same mesh topology
during stitch type authoring, we use the elastic stitchgf to represent
one normal stitch and two elastic stitches next to each other along
the elongated direction. Both the pressure sensing stitch gf and
the capacitive sensing stitchgf represent double-layered structures
where the front layer is knitted with conductive yarn. As shown
in Fig. 4 (left), the user starts by generating a tube by inputting a
specific number of rows and columns. Each quad represents one
stitch and is marked as a normal stitch by default. Then, the user
can design the actuator by labeling individual faces or sets of faces
with the desired stitches (Fig. 4 middle).

1https://textiles-lab.github.io/knitout-live-visualizer/

are normal stitches
and white faces
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Figure 4: Our interactive design interface: left, the user starts with a sketch tube, which is a simple tubular knit structure
with all normal stitches; middle, the user paints the tube with different stitch types highlighted in red; right, the predicted
(actuated) actuator shape based on user’s design. gf, gf, gf, and gf indicate normal, elastic, pressure sensing, and capacitive
sensing stitches, respectively.

conductive yarns are blended with normal acrylic knitting yarn
via a pressure sensing stitch. The knitted conductive yarn loops
interlock loosely when there is no external pressure. The conductive
loops collapse when applying a load, resulting in more electrical
paths; thus, the resistance drops. The sensor measurements are
amplified and converted to a digital signal by a read-out circuit.

One of the biggest challenges is to make the pressure sensor in-
sensitive to actuator-driven expansion. Since the resistive pressure
sensors share the same base knitted substrate with the pneumatic
actuators, previous knitted sensor designs, like [33], cannot provide
reliable pressure sensing when the actuator is inflated, stretching
the pressure sensor and collapsing the conductive loops. To this
end, we propose a new pressure sensor design with a few special
treatments. First, by splitting and transferring the existing yarn
loops, we construct the pressure sensing stitches on a separate layer
on the stiffer side of the actuator. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, we
design the pressure sensor with lower stitch density and larger local
curvatures by using quarter gauge and short-rows. Therefore, our
pressure sensor obtains minimal connections with the base knitting
substrate and additional flexibility and surface area compared with
the base knitting structure. As a result, our design prevents the
pressure sensors from being stretched when the actuators activate
and ensures the reliability of pressure sensor performance.

3.2.2 Swept frequency capacitive sensing. Swept frequency capaci-
tive sensing leverages the fact that alternating current (AC) signals
of different frequencies flow through different paths at the capac-
itive interface between the electrode and body-contacted objects
[22, 47]. By collecting amplitude responses over a range of fre-
quencies, we retrieve information on the existence of human touch
or human-contacted objects. We generate square wave sweeps
from 100 kHz to 1.6 MHz in 5 kHz steps (300 steps in each sweep)
and transform them to sinusoidal waves using an LC (inductor-
capacitor) oscillator. We measure the return voltage signal over a 1
MΩ resistor. We use an Adafruit Metro M4 (ATSAMD51) for signal
processing.

Like the integrated pressure sensor, we use a separated layer
to construct the electrode for swept frequency capacitive sensing,
but we knit the capacitive sensing stitch with conductive yarn only

instead of plating normal and conductive yarns. We separate ca-
pacitive sensing stitches and pressure sensing stitches with at least
two courses of normal stitches to prevent shorting among the inte-
grated conductive yarns and reduce interference. To aid readers in
better understanding our knitted structure, we also include a sam-
ple .knitout code in the supplemental material. This code enables
knitting of the actuator (Fig. 3) with pressure and capacitive sensors
using the V-bed knitting machine (SWG091N2, Shima Seiki) as well
as visualization through an online knitout visualization tool.1

4 INTERACTIVE DESIGN PIPELINE
To allow users to design and preview inflated actuators quickly,
we provide an interactive design system by which users are free
to specify the locations of elastic stitches, pressure sensors, and
captive sensors. Our system can then convert the user’s design into
low-level machine instructions for immediate digital fabrication.

4.1 Design Interface
Our design interface is built on quad Stitch Meshes [33], where each
stitch structure is abstracted as a quad mesh face. Users mark each
face with one of four stitch types. The normal stitchgf is knitted
with standard acrylic yarn as the base structure. Our actuation
programming principle is based on inserting short-rows (additional
partial rows in the middle of other full rows) that are fully knitted
using elastic yarns. However, inserting a short-row would require
modifying the mesh topology. To preserve the same mesh topology
during stitch type authoring, we use the elastic stitchgf to represent
one normal stitch and two elastic stitches next to each other along
the elongated direction. Both the pressure sensing stitch gf and
the capacitive sensing stitchgf represent double-layered structures
where the front layer is knitted with conductive yarn. As shown
in Fig. 4 (left), the user starts by generating a tube by inputting a
specific number of rows and columns. Each quad represents one
stitch and is marked as a normal stitch by default. Then, the user
can design the actuator by labeling individual faces or sets of faces
with the desired stitches (Fig. 4 middle).

1https://textiles-lab.github.io/knitout-live-visualizer/

are elastic stitches.

4.2 Predictive Simulation
Our system also provides an interactive preview of the actuator’s
shapewhen the user adds or removes elastic stitches (Fig. 4 right). To
achieve this, we deploy a physically-based simulation to minimize
the potential energy E(x)when the physical system is at equilibrium
under pressurization, meaning sum of the internal force fint and the
pressure force fpressure should be zero at any point on the actuator’s
surface. We can formulate the equilibrium problem as solving for x
such that

fpressure(x) −
∑
i
wi∇Ei (x) = 0 (1)

where x is a vector corresponding to the vertex positions in the
quad mesh state, and Ei is defined as three different types of con-
straints based on our observation of knit behaviors.

First, we use a rectangle constraint to enforce each face to be
rectangular since the course edges and wales edges are typically
perpendicular to each other for a knit stitch. To solve this, we
first project the corners of the quad face onto their least-squares
plane and then fit the rectangle in 2D as mentioned in [10]. The
anisotropic deforming behavior for each knit face is modeled as
distance constraints with different stiffnesses for wales edges and
course edges, respectively. Thirdly, bending constraints are added to
the adjacent quads tominimize the difference between themean cur-
vature of the deformed and undeformed quad surface [11]. Like [50],
The pressure force on each quad is defined as

fpressure(x) = A(x)Pn, (2)
where P is the pressure value,n is the outward face normal, andA(x)
is the quad area that depends on node position x. To solve Eq. 1, we
use Projective Dynamics [11], which uses a pre-factorized system
matrix to achieve the interactive frame rate for the simulation.

To obtain a realistic simulation result, we use a data-driven strat-
egy to capture the shape of individual normal and elastic stitch faces
under pressure. In particular, we first inflated two actuators: one
with all normal stitches and one with all elastic stitches. Then, we
measured the length and radius of those two actuators, respectively,
and converted them to the widthw and height h of the individual
face. During simulation, we usew andh as the rest width and height

Simulated Fabricated Simulated Fabricated
Figure 6: Qualitative design results: “S” and “J” shapes de-
signed using our tool.

for each quad. To verify our result, we fabricated four actuators
with 120 rows and 28 stitches per row as shown in Fig. 5. Under 500
mbar, our predicted results are qualitatively similar to the physical
experimental results for the actuators with 10, 20, 30, and 40 elastic
short-rows.

4.3 Knitting Instructions Generation
Since we insert a silicone tube with a uniform radius inside the
knitted sheath, we only consider tubular knitted structures with
the same number of stitches every row. From this constraint, it
is straightforward to trace the knitting patch from the bottom to
the top and schedule the needle location for each face. To generate
the machine instructions, we first pre-trace the current row to
check if senor stitches exist. If so, we split the stitches at sensor
stitch locations and merge them back after knitting the sensors.
The elastic stitches can be added easily by knitting additional short-
rows at elastic stitch locations after finishing the current row. Fig. 6
shows two examples of actuators designed using our system. More
details can be found in the supplemental video.

5 CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, we perform diverse characterization experiments
to quantitatively evaluate the performance of our actuators, inte-
grated resistive sensors, and capacitive sensors. We control the
activation of our actuators by a pneumatic control system (Festo),
which is consisted of 16 individual valves for independent control
of 16 actuators. Actuators are controlled by commanding manually-
specified target pressure sequences; these pressures are achieved
and maintained by PID controllers embedded on valve hardware.
This control scheme is used for all examples in this paper, except for
pressures commanded in “response” to sensed stimuli (responses
are still pre-programmed, but they are not commanded as fixed
open-loop sequences).

5.1 Actuator
The ability of our actuator to reach desired deformations relies on
the extensibility variation enabled by knit structures and stitch
types. Therefore, we first perform tensile testings (Shimadzu AGS-
X) on knitted fabrics (3 cm × 6 cm) with different normal stitch
densities and elastic short-row density. Generally, compared with
knits with low stitch density (quarter gauge, Young’s modulus
of 0.18 GPa and tensile strength of 0.24 GPa), knits with higher
stitch density (half gauge or full gauge) demonstrate higher Young’s
modulus (0.22 GPa for half gauge 0.54 GPa for full gauge) and tensile
strength (0.44 GPa for half gauge 1.29 GPa for full gauge). Moreover,
since the elastic yarn is more extensible than the acrylic knitting
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Figure 7: Actuator characterization: top, illustrations of different knitting structures (normal yarn in yellow, elastic yarn in
blue) (visualizing in the web-based UI [64]); left, stress-strain characteristics of knits with different structures; middle, cur-
vature of pressurized actuators with different knitting structures; right, exerted force of pressurized actuators with different
knitting structures (measurement set-up illustrated in the sub-plot). Characterization is done on three different samples.
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Figure 8: Sensor characterization: left, resistance profile of the integrated pressure sensor under load and representative ampli-
tude responses from swept frequency capacitive sensing; right, our pressure and capacitive sensors obtain similar performance
after a regular washing and drying cycle. All characterizations are performed on three samples.

yarn, given the same stitch density (half gauge), knits with the
higher compositions of elastic yarn demonstrate lower Young’s
modulus (as low as 0.18 GPa) and higher elongation (up to 230 %),
as shown in Fig. 7.

We fabricate multiple knitted sheaths to characterize the bending
performance of actuators that are composed of different sets of
knitting structures. In particular, the front is always composed of
half gauge normal stitches, and the back is composed of either
quarter gauge normal stitches or half gauge elastic stitches with
different densities (one or two elastic short-rows). We then wrap
them around silicone tubes (1.5 mm in thickness) and assemble
them into actuators (2 cm in diameter and 16 cm in length). We
measure the bending radius (curvature) when the actuators are
activated up to 800 mbar (Fig. 7). We further measure the forces
exerted by the actuator at the tip. We measure the response from
the fixed load cell when the actuators are activated. The testing
setup is shown in the inset figure. Our actuators can bend with
curvatures up to 0.2 m−1 and exert forces up to 9 N at the tip, which
is comparable to previous work in fabric-based pneumatic actuators
[12].

To prevent breakage, we need to keep the extension of the knitted
fabric below its yield strain. Both normal knits and elastic knits are
strong enough to endure the expansion even with more than 100%

of extension, which is much higher than the experienced stretch
of our actuators at this stage. We also performed 100 cycles of an
inflate/deflate test with air pressure at 700 mbar, the maximum
pressure we used for our applications. We observe the actuator
obtains stable performance without any breakage of yarn.

5.2 Sensing
Our typical pressure sensor is about 2 cm × 1 cm, realized as 5 × 12
stitches in quarter gauge. We characterize the performance of our
pressure sensors by measuring resistance (DMM 4050, Tektronix)
while applying loads up to 5.5 N at various actuator pressurization.
A typical sensor’s resistance drops when the applied load increases
from 1.5 N to 5 N. As shown in Fig. 8 left, the resistance profile
of our pressure sensor is barely affected by the activated pressure,
which demonstrates the ability of our knitted structure design to
operate accurately under a wide range of actuation.

Fig. 8 left shows the characteristic amplitude responses from
the swept frequency capacitive sensing. The black and red curves
almost coincide, indicating that the actuating pressure similarly
does not affect the swept frequency capacitive sensing performance.
On the other hand, the amplitude responses, in terms of the peak
position and magnitude, vary significantly when the electrode is in
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Figure 9: Assistive wearables: top, the activated assistive
glove facilitates the grasping of a filled can with minimal
muscle activities; bottom, the assistive sleeve facilitates the
bending of the elbow.

Figure 10: Soft hand: the actuation of each finger is individ-
ually addressable by a pneumatic valve system, allowing us
to realize a variety of hand poses and grasp objects with dif-
ferent shapes, textures, and weights.

contact with the human body or human-contacted conductive sub-
strate, making this sensing modality useful for human interaction.

We further perform a washing test to verify the reliability of
our sensors. We measure the performance of our the pressure and
capacitive sensors after a regular warmwashing andmedium drying
cycle. As demonstrated in Fig. 8 right, the performance of both
sensors after the washing cycle is very similar to that without
washing.

6 APPLICATIONS
This section demonstrates our actuators in a diverse set of applica-
tion scenarios in assistive wearables and soft robotics. We demon-
strate both our actuation and sensing capabilities and showcase
some examples that require both.

6.1 Assistive Wearables
Soft actuated wearables serve as attractive solutions for assistance
in medical and health applications. Our machine-knitted pneumatic
actuators have outsized potential as assistive wearable solutions
because they are low-cost, lightweight, breathable, conformal to
the human body, and compatible with the current garment manu-
facturing processes. We demonstrate our actuators’ potential and
capability in wearable devices by seamlessly integrating them into
knitted garments such as gloves and sleeves. An assistive glove with
5 actuators on the top surface of each finger is demonstrated in
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Figure 11: Two-finger gripper: a typical grasp sequence of
the two-finger gripper alongside the average recorded signal
of the 6 integrated pressure sensors and the recorded ampli-
tude response from the capacitive sensor.

Figure 12: Interactive actuator: the integrated swept fre-
quency capacitive sensing detects human’s touch and the ac-
tuators activate with shape changes.

Fig. 9. The whole glove is knitted in one machine run. Each actuator
is designed to enable the forward bending motion, which facilitates
the corresponding finger flexion. The assistive glove enables ge-
ometrically and materially diverse objects to be grasped securely
within approximately 1.5 seconds. We also designed and fabricated
a shirt sleeve with actuators that can assist in elbow bending. We
demonstrate the utility of our assistive wearables by comparing
electrical activities of muscles under different circumstances, which
are measured by placing an electromyography (EMG) sensor (Ad-
vanced Technologies) at the extensor digitorum communis (EDC)
muscles. Minimal muscle activities are observed while completing
tasks and motions when using the assistive glove and assistive
sleeve, as shown in Fig. 9 (plots on the right).

6.2 Soft Hand
We design and fabricate a soft hand with six individual machine-
knitted actuators. We specifically incorporate two actuators for
the thumb to mimic the utility of human thumb opposability. The
actuators are mounted on a 3D printed palm-shaped holder. As
demonstrated in Fig. 10, by activating different sets of actuators, we
can perform diverse grasps on objects of various sizes, geometries,
and weights, from a tennis ball to a wooden block, in a reliable
manner.

6.3 Sensorized Gripper
We demonstrate a two-finger gripper with integrated pressure sen-
sors and swept frequency capacitive sensing. We integrate three
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Example Assistive glove Assistive sleeve Soft hand Two-finger gripper Interactive robot Quadrupedal robot
Knitting time 35 min 8 min 15 min 14 min 14 min 45 min
Assembly time 8 min 2 min 15 min 6 min 8 min 30 min

Table 1: Fabrication and assembly time for each example
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Figure 13: Quadrupedal robot walking forward: status of the
robot walking forward at different stages of the leg actua-
tion sequence.

pressure sensors and two electrodes for swept frequency capacitive
sensing on each finger. The amplitude response from swept fre-
quency capacitive sensing offers real-time feedback on the presence
of objects along with the finger interior. The integrated pressure
sensors provide real-time feedback on the quality of the grasp.
Fig. 11 presents a montage of a typical grasp procedure. First, the
pressure and capacitive sensors exhibit the default response when
the gripper is not yet in contact with the object. Second, the gripper
establishes loose contact with the water bottle, whose conductive
bottom induces a change in the capacitive signal. The pressure
sensors exhibit no response at this stage. Lastly, the actuators are
activated to power grasp the object once the object is detected.
The signal from the pressure sensors increases, corresponding to
the rise of force between the actuators and the object. Once the
pressure sensor reading exceeds a threshold, the grasp is registered
as successful. The success of the grasp is confirmed by lifting and
shaking the gripper while maintaining the stability of the grasped
object; more details can be found in the supplementary video.

6.4 Interactive Actuators
Our machine-knitted actuator with integrated swept frequency
capacitive sensing can be used as an interactive robot. We assemble
four separate actuators, each integrated with an electrode for the
swept frequency capacitive sensing. Real-time sensing feedback
allows the robot to respond interactively: when a human’s touch
is detected with an actuator, they either activate (if inactive) or
deactivate (if active).

6.5 Pneumatic Robot
Our machine-knitted pneumatic actuators can further be arranged
as legs for a soft quadrupedal robot (Fig. 13). Each of the four legs
consists of three actuators, two of which antagonistically bend in
the lateral direction (forward and backward) while the third turns
the leg upward vertically. We note that it is hard to knit multiple
layers in the V-shape knitting machine. As a solution (Fig. 15), we
design and knit each of the four legs in two machine runs: one run
to fabricate a pair of horizontal actuators as mentioned in Sec. 3.1
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Figure 14: Quadrupedal robot turning: robot turns to right
by actuating legs on the left forward and legs on the right
backward.

Silicon tube
Horizontal actuator sheath with normal stitches
Horizontal actuator sheath with elastic stitches
Vertical actuator sheath with normal stitches
Vertical actuator sheath with elastic stitches

Figure 15: Cross-section view of a typical robotic leg design

and the other to fabricate the vertical actuator. Then, the vertical
actuator is sewed and affixed to the pair of horizontal actuators. The
horizontal actuators are designed and manufactured explicitly as a
pair in one run to reinforce each other’s motion relative motions,
and their movements in the vertical direction are minimized.

We pre-define the motion pattern of each leg, which includes
four steps that combine to form a rowing-like motion. First, the
actuator at the bottom bends upward to lift the leg off the ground.
Then the horizontal actuators turn forward. After that, the bottom
actuator releases to put the leg down. Finally, the horizontal actua-
tors bend backward, achieved by releasing the activated actuator
and activating the resting one. This final motion pushes the robot
forward, while the preceding three ready the actuator into posi-
tion. To increase the friction between the robot and the floor and
facilitate the pushing motion, we wrap a latex membrane over the
tips of the quadrupedal robot legs. As demonstrated in Fig. 13, the
quadrupedal robot can locomote forward and backward by actuat-
ing all legs with the same sequence. The robot can further achieve
a turning motion by actuating the legs on one side forward and the
other side backward.

In summary, we highlight that our design and fabrication
pipeline is fully digital. Typically, the user only needs to spend a few
minutes customizing and finalizing the actuation design. Then, the
designs are knitted automatically in an industrial knitting machine.
We record the knitting and assembly time in Table 1, which shows
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that our proposed machine-knitted pneumatic actuator system is
easy and fast to fabricate and assemble.

7 USER STUDY
We conducted an experiment to evaluate the usability and ef-

fectiveness of our computational design interface. Our goal is to
investigate whether our design interface, which incorporates pre-
dictive simulation, improves design efficiency.
7.1 Procedure

Eleven participants (3 female) between 21 and 30 participated
in the study. We first provided participants with a tutorial of our
design user interface. We then let users design a simple “S” shape
actuator with the feedback from the predictive simulation to ensure
they were familiar with the interface. Next, we asked participants
to perform two tasks that have been widely used for evaluating
soft robot design [4, 16, 23]. The first task asked users to design
an actuator such that the endpoint of the actuator would make
contact with a specified location (red dot) when inflated. The second
task asked users to design an actuator that can circumnavigate a
specified obstacle (gray cylinder) while hitting the target (red dot)
when inflated. The task setups are shown in Fig. 16. During the
study, we first asked all participants to perform those tasks without
simulator feedback. Users were not informed on the actuated shape
of their designs during or after designing. Those designs were used
as our baseline. Then, we asked all participants to perform the
same tasks again with the predictive simulation enabled, which
offers intermediate feedback during the design process. We used
the output designs as the experimental group.

To quantitatively and qualitatively measure the usability and
effectiveness of our method, we define four metrics, time, accu-
racy, difficulty, and confidence, in which the first two are objective,
and the latter two are subjective. Our method has high usability if
participants can design actuators with high accuracy while using
a small amount of time. Our method has high effectiveness if the
participants believe the tool is easy to use and feel confident in
their designs. We tracked the amount of time participants spent on
each task and measured the accuracy of participants’ designs by
calculating the distance D between the end of the actuator and the

Task 1 Task 2
Figure 16: Task setups: left, task 1 asked users to design an
actuator whose end would hit the target (red dot) when ac-
tuated; right, task 2 asked users to design an actuator that
would hit the target (red dot) and avoid the obstacle (gray
cylinder).

target and the overlapping distanceO between the actuator and the
obstacle. After the study, participants filled out a post-experiment
questionnaire, where they indicated subjective ratings for the diffi-
culty of each task (with and without predictive simulation), as well
as the confidence of whether the fabricated designs would behave
as desired using a continuous numerical scale.
7.2 Results

All participants indicated a positive experience (4.73 ± 0.47 given
the scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is the worst and 5 is best). The de-
sign time and accuracy on each task, as well as participants’ sub-
jective ratings on task difficulty and confidence on designs, are
demonstrated in Fig. 17. We also fabricated six randomly selected
participant designs as examples and compared them with our sim-
ulation results. The fabricated and simulated results are shown in
Fig. 18. In general, participants achieved higher accuracy in both
tasks, considered the tasks easier, and obtained more confidence
in their design when our predictive simulation tool was provided.
Such results indicate the usability and effectiveness of our design
pipeline.

Design time. Participants finished the designs within 2 minutes
on average without the predictive simulation and within 5 minutes
when given the simulation. Participants generally spent more time
on designing when the predictive simulation was included in the
pipeline, which is expected as we observed that our tool with pre-
dictive simulation offered participants an opportunity to iterate on
and improve their designs.

Design accuracy. All designs are 19 cm long with the radius of 2
cmwithout inflation. Assuming the axis and radius of the cylindrical
obstacle are L and R (R = 2.83 cm), we computed O as R minus the
closest distance between the actuator and the axis L. Ideally, we
expected D is close to zero, indicating hitting the target, and O
is smaller or equal to zero, indicating no collision between the
actuator and obstacle. As demonstrated in Fig. 17 middle left, when
offered our predictive simulation pipeline, participants were able
to create designs with higher end-effector accuracy. Most actuators
designed while using simulator feedback could reach within 5cm of
the target. Furthermore, all participants could create designs that
bypassed the obstacle when using our predictive simulator, which
wasn’t always true when the simulation was disabled. Although
participants spent more time designing when relying on simulator
feedback, the resulting designs were expected to be much more
effective.

Difficulty. Regarding the difficulty, participants gave 4.17 ± 0.75
for task 1 and 4.67 ± 0.82 for task 2 when predictive simulation was
disabled, which indicates that participants found both tasks very
difficult without the predictive simulation. Here, the score range is
from 1 to 5, where 1 represents the easiest and 5 represents the most
difficult). In contrast, when the predictive simulation was offered,
the difficulty score decreased to 1.5 ± 0.83 and 1.83 ± 0.75 for task
1 and task 2, respectively. We can conclude that those participants
found the tasks significantly easier when predictive simulation is
available.

Confidence. When designing with the predictive simulation, par-
ticipants were very confident that the fabricated actuator would
behave as desired (4.73± 0.47 for task 1 and 4.64± 0.50with the scale
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Figure 17: User study results: left, design time for each task; middle left, quantitative design accuracy; middle right, subjective
rating of difficulty of each task (scale 1 to 5, where 1 represents the easiest and 5 represents the most difficult); right, sub-
jective rating of confidence on the designs (scale 1 to 5, where 1 represents the least confidence and 5 represents the highest
confidence).

Figure 18: Example designs by participants: top, participants’ designs in our design pipelinewith predictive simulation; bottom,
the corresponding fabricated actuators.

from 1 to 5, where 1 represents the least confidence and 5 represents
the most confidence). In contrast, participants were generally not
confident with their designs without the predictive simulation(1.36
± 0.67 for task 1 and 1.45 ± 0.69). We further validate our pre-
dictive simulation by fabricating three randomly selected designs
from each task. Fig. 18 demonstrates the fabricated actuators obtain
quantitatively similar behavior as the simulated prediction.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Complex actuator/sensing design. Currently, it is challenging to

incorporate our sensors over the entire body of the actuator, given
the extensive stretching of the elastic yarn. Also, our V-bed knitting
machine only allows for fabricating actuators with bending motion
along one specific direction at a time, which limits the actuators’
degrees of freedom. For the quadruped example in Fig. 13, separated
knitting processes and manual sewing post-processing steps are
needed to make the leg bend into multiple directions. Further, we
would like to extend our design tool to incorporate task-driven,
optimization-based design, where users specify target poses and
optimal stitch patterns can be synthesized automatically.

Actuators of diverse shapes and sizes. As demonstrated by recent
work [41, 58], machine knitting is compatible with complex 3D
geometry. The same principle of actuation and sensing can be
extended to any geometries and size as long as the corresponding
pneumatic channels are available. For ease of rapid fabrication, in
our experiments, we use only one type of thin-walled commercial
off-the-shelf silicone tubes. However, if commercial thin-walled
silicone bladders of other shapes and sizes were made available,
our method should be directly applicable for actuators with diverse
shapes, sizes, and bending performance, opening up new potential
applications. It would be worthwhile to verify this in future work.

The granularity of actuation. The bending performance of the
actuator is determined by the knitted sheath designs as well as
pneumatic channel properties, e.g., wall thickness, radius, and mate-
rials. Those parameters and the air pressure level further determine
the overall volume of inflated actuators. Our predictive simulation
model is guided by the experimental results of inflated actuators
using only one type of thin-walled silicone tube. It would be in-
teresting to build an automatic system identification pipeline for
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actuators with different pneumatic channels and elastic yarns in
the future.

Sensing. As one limitation, during grasping, we notice that direct
contact with grasped objects mostly occurs at the fingertips, which
limits the utility of our integrated sensors distributed throughout
the actuators. As a salient avenue for future work, it would be very
useful to develop strain sensing capability, which would offer pro-
prioception information for the actuators and robots. It would be
interesting to explore knit architectures that could provide more
spatially-rich contact information; approaches (e.g., [25]) that com-
bine learning with sensor data could be helpful here. Furthermore,
coupling the sensing capabilities of our actuators with modern
machine learning techniques could enable diverse cognitive robot-
ics tasks such as grasped object classification, human interaction
classification, or learning-based control.

9 CONCLUSION
We have presented a method for rapidly digitally fabricating
sensing-integrated pneumatic actuators via machine knitting. By
programming our actuators at the stitch level, we can elicit desired
deformation behavior. Resistive pressure sensors and swept fre-
quency capacitive sensing electrodes can be integrated through
conductive yarns while remaining resilient to the effects of large
actuation. We offer a design interface for users to interactively pro-
gram and preview the bending of actuators and the positions of
the integrated sensors. We evaluate the usability and effectiveness
of our design pipeline, reliability of our actuation, and capability
of our sensing component. We demonstrate the application of our
design tool to assistive wearables and soft robotics. We are excited
to see our methodology deployed in other application domains in
the future.
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